Scotts amazing Bonus\n\nWeeds just can't live after BONUS is applied! Dandelions, plantains, burweeds, ... a half of other wooded pests magic. And -rightly digger them out, Bonus gets the entire plant! Roots and all. Can't grow back. And it fertilizes, too! That's why it's called BONUS.\n\nScotts double-action BONUS\n5,000 Sq. Ft. \n$5.95\n
CHEMEX\nHuston Hardware is your Headquarters for CHEMEX Coffee Makers and Filter Paper.\n
HUSTON HARDWARE COMPANY\n"We Call to D.C., January 23, 1910"\nSt. 344-M. Woodward Open Fri. & Eve. 6-7330 Free Delivery\n
CROWNING OF CENTENNIAL QUEEN SET FOR SATURDAY\n\nBirmingham is going to have a Centennial Queen by a process of judging and coronation Saturday.\n\nBirmingham is the city of Centennial and of Bicentennial Year. The most unusual Coronation in Birmingham's history will take place Friday, Aug. 11, at the Civic Center.\n\nBashirah M. Baker, Executive Director of the University of Michigan's Bicentennial Pavilion in Birmingham, said, "The bash will be a grand affair! It will include a pageant, a coronation, and a banquet. The bash will feature the most unusual Coronation in Birmingham's history."

ROGER CHAMBERLIN \n\nCRIMMINS NAMED NEW PRESIDENT OF THE JAYCEES\n\nBirmingham Junior Chamber of Commerce has named Howard Crimmings as its president-elect for the year 1964-65. Crimmings is a native of Birmingham and a graduate of the University of Michigan. He is presently employed by the Birmingham News as a reporter and columnist.

PEAK\n\n"Peaks," as the name suggests, is the title of a new series of books by the Birmingham News. The series is designed to provide a guide to the outdoors for the average person.

"Peaks" will be published monthly and will include articles on hiking, camping, fishing, and other outdoor activities. The first issue will be available on July 15, 1964.

"Peaks" will be edited by Dr. John R. Peake, a Birmingham native who has been a college professor for many years.

VOLUNTEERS\n\nVolunteers are needed for a special event in Birmingham on Saturday, June 11. The event is a "Thank You" celebration for the city and its residents.

The volunteers will be responsible for setting up and cleaning up the event space. The event will be held at the Birmingham Civic Center.

For more information, contact the Birmingham Chamber of Commerce at (248) 645-1234.

Your Garden Clinic\nWhat you don't know can't hurt you. What you DO know can help you!

1. All beets should be fed before or when the plant is in bloom. Use AMERICANT, or STANLEY'S 4-1-1. After bloom DO NOT cut off the foliage, as it is essential to producing a good crop.

2. Look for SLOUGH on flowers or vegetables. If present do not feed until the SLOUGH is over. Then feed liberal amounts of COMPLETE NPK fertilizer.

3. Keep the beet in the row. EXPERTS say beets should be kept in the row. EXPERTS say beets should be kept in the row. EXPERTS say beets should be kept in the row.

4. INCH WORMS are really on the prowl now, and can strip the foliage almost before you can cure it. Use "YARD" for BEET WORMS or "YARD" for BEET WORMS.

5. TENT CATERPILLARS are active in shade and fruit bearing trees. Use DEODOR and/or ORTH.